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‘Your husband didn’t kill himself.’
Five years rebuilding your life. Five words will destroy it
again.
Mia Hamilton lived the perfect life with her husband,
university teacher Zach, and their two-year-old daughter. But
everything changed when Zach committed suicide on the
same night one of his students vanished.
Five years later, just when Mia is beginning to heal,
stranger Alison walks into her life, saying her husband didn’t
kill himself.
Fragile, slight Alison leads Mia on a path into Zach’s past, and
Mia begins to think she never really knew her own husband. As the secrets revealed get darker,
Alison becomes harder to read, and Mia starts to wonder – why is Alison so keen to help?
And then a piece of the puzzle appears in an impossible place, and Mia has to ask, is she losing her
mind, or should she be afraid for her life?
An absolutely unputdownable psychological thriller about obsession and buried secrets,
with a brilliant twist. Fans of The Girl on the Train, Behind Closed Doors, and Gone
Girl will be hooked from the very first page.
See what readers are saying about Silent Lies:
‘I loved, loved, loved this book. Silent Lies was impossible to put down, I was up until 2am last
night reading it and picked it straight back up again this morning…Wow! That ending. I literally
had no idea!’ Life Has a Funny Way
‘I honestly didn't see that twist coming but my shock at that twist was nothing compared to how I
felt when I got to the final chapter, I was so shocked I nearly dropped my kindle!’ Nicki’s Life
of Crime
‘A thriller full of suspense…If you like a book that hooks you and keeps you on the edge of your
seat this one is for you. FIVE Suspense-filled stars.’ Wit & Wonder Books
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‘I feel like I have just stepped off a rollercoaster…The twists and turns that follow will make you
giddy. And the outcome is totally unexpected.’ Ali The Dragon Slayer
‘A jaw-dropping ending that left me spinning!...incredibly intense and full of intrigue. Its
gripping and compelling plot had me hooked from the very first page.’ Novel Deelights
‘That ending!!! Woah, I never saw that coming! Absolutely gobsmacked! Brilliantly
written.’ Chat About Books
‘It is one of those books that you just want to tell everyone about…Brilliant!’ Books from Dusk
till Dawn
‘If you are looking for a book that keeps you guessing then this is the book for you…I didn't
want to put the book down because I had to know what was going to happen next.’ Bookish in Bed
‘A cleverly written thriller that makes for compelling reading. The twists and turns kept me
guessing, and the conclusion was shocking and completely unexpected.’ Goodreads reviewer
‘A perfectly written, compelling web made of truths and lies.' Chocolate ‘n’ Waffles
‘A fast paced plot…had me binge reading this novel late into the night! From the moment I
started the book, I was hooked...’ Clues and Reviews
‘This book had me on the edge of my seat the whole time! I didn’t know which way to think or
what was going to happen next.’ Touch My Spine Book Reviews
‘Well...I did not see that coming! So many secrets and lies…A fantastic book that hooks you in
from the start and leaves you wanting more!’ Goodreads reviewer
‘Another excellent psychological thriller from the queen of this genre…full of twists and turns and
had me gripped to the very end.’ Goodreads reviewer
‘The ending was definitely one of those “I didn’t see that coming” moments!’ Stardust Book
Reviews
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you looking for silent lies PDF?. If you are areader who likes to download silent lies Pdf to any kind
of device,whether its your laptop, Kindle or iPhone, there are more options now than ever before.
Perhaps because of the growing popularity of Kindle, or competitors like The Nook, or maybe just
because people want choices, it is now possible to get silent lies Pdf and any kind of Ebook you want
downloaded to almost any kind of device!
Traditionalists may ask, what is so great about downloading silent lies Pdf? You may think better just
to read silent lies Pdf the old fashioned way you know, as in paperbacks or hardcovers? The answer
is that, while print books are great and will never become obsolete, there are definite advantages to
the electronic format. Let uslook at a few of these benefits.
For one thing, it is environmentally friendlier to read silent lies electronically, as you are saving all
that paper. A related benefit is cost. It is much cheaper toread books that you download than to buy
them. If you read lots of books, it can be quite expensiveto buy them. Finally, silent lies Pdf in
electronic format take uphardly any space. If you travel a lot, you can easily download silent lies Pdf
to read on the plane or the commuter train, whereas print books are heavy and bulky.
Follow this link to read online and download silent lies Pdf from our online library.
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